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Abstract—Clustering is a fundamental and important technique
under many circumstances including data mining, pattern
recognition, image processing and other industrial applications.
During the past decades, many clustering algorithms have been
developed, such as DBSCAN, AP and CFS. As the latest
clustering algorithm proposed in Science magazine in 2014,
clustering by fast search and find of density peaks, named as
CFS, is a simple and outstanding algorithm for its promising
performance on data sets of arbitrary shape. However, CFS’s
performance is usually affected by the cutoff distance d c , the
density peaks, the selection of cluster centers and the allocation
strategy of data points. In this paper, we propose an improved
algorithm (ICFS) to deal with the several weaknesses of it.
Unlike CFS, the proposed algorithm designs a formula for the
cutoff distance calculation and a method for cluster centers
selection to improve its robustness. Moreover, a new non-center
point’s allocation strategy and the cluster merging and splitting
processes are developed to adapt to the density peaks and adjust
the clusters dynamically, which can improve the clustering
accuracy and scalability. The ICFS method is evaluated on
several datasets by comparison with the original CFS algorithm.
Results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords—Improved CFS, cutoff distance, density peaks,
allocation strategy, merging, splitting

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing and accumulating of data in recent
years, mining useful information in large scale data sets has
attracted extensive attention. As an important technique of
data analysis, clustering, which groups the data into
meaningful subclasses, attempts to find the underlying pattern
structures embedded in the mass [1-3]. Up to now, a large
number of clustering algorithms have been developed, in
which the famous ones are K-means [4], fuzzy c-means [5],
DBSCAN [6], and recently, the AP [7] and CFS [8] methods.
All these methods try to challenge the clustering problems
handling huge amount of data.
K-means [9] is a kind of classic partitioning clustering
algorithm, which aims to minimize the distances between data
points and their corresponding cluster centers. It can achieve
favorable clustering results for dense data sets. However, the
number of clusters needs to be specified in advance, and the
initial cluster centers have a great influence on the final
clustering results. Besides, as the data points are assigned to
the nearest cluster centers to them, it is not able to detect nonspherical clusters for K-means clustering.
DBSCAN [10], a kind of density-based clustering
algorithm, is designed to find the maximum set of densityconnected points. It can easily discover clusters of arbitrary
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shape, yet need no specification of the number of clusters in
advance. However, it does not perform well for clustering
data sets with uneven density. Moreover, the time complexity
of DBSCAN is very high. For large scale data sets, it is time
consuming.
CFS, proposed by Alex and Alessandro in Science
magazine in 2014, relies on density and distance to detect
non-spherical clusters. It calculates the density of each point
and its minimum distance from points of higher density based
on a given cutoff distance. Then the products of minimum
distance and density for all points are plotted in descending
order on a decision graph. According to the graph, the cluster
centers can be selected artificially and the non-center points
will be assigned to the same cluster as its nearest neighbor
with higher density. However, the performance of CFS is
usually affected by the cutoff distance, the density peaks, the
selection of cluster centers and the allocation strategy of data
points.
Aiming at the density peaks problem, Zhang proposed an
improved algorithm E_CFS [11] based on CFS in 2015,
which consists of initial clusters generation by CFS and
cluster merging. The algorithm is not limited by density peak,
and can detect clusters with arbitrary shape. However, it does
not solve the problems of cutoff distance calculation and
cluster centers selection either. In addition, the clustering
results cannot be updated dynamically. When the two sub
clusters belonging to different classes are merged, the
clustering accuracy will be affected significantly.
Therefore, in this paper, we also extend the recently
proposed clustering, CFS, to partition data sets dynamically.
Even though the CFS can achieve good performance on data
sets of arbitrary shape, it still has several weaknesses: Firstly,
the calculation of the cutoff distance d c is based on the
empirical hint; Secondly, the selection of cluster centers
depends on visual decision graph; Thirdly, the algorithm is
limited by the density peaks; Finally, the allocation strategy
may lead to the error partition of data points. Aiming at the
above four shortcomings of the CFS, we propose an improved
variant of CFS (ICFS) to classify the data sets dynamically.
The main contributions of this algorithm can be
summarized in following four aspects: 1) The standard
deviation of each attribute is used to define the cutoff distance
d c . 2) Two different strategies are applied to select the cluster
centers. One is approached during pre-clustering phase, and
the other is approached during cluster splitting. Both 1) and 2)
can promote the robustness of the CFS. 3) The allocation

strategy of non-center points is improved by assigning each
remaining point to the same cluster as its nearest neighbor
with no lower density, not higher density, which can improve
the clustering accuracy of the CFS. 4) The merging and
splitting processes of clusters are combined to the improved
algorithm. The CFS is used to generate initial sub-clusters,
then merging and splitting processes iterate until the clusters
stable. In this way, it can adjust the clusters dynamically and
need no specification of the number of clusters in advance,
which can improve the clustering accuracy and scalability.
The ICFS method is evaluated on several datasets,
including two-dimensional synthetic data sets, and an image
data set by comparison with the original CFS algorithm, in
terms of clustering purity. Experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the CFS clustering algorithm. Section III illustrates
our improved ICFS algorithm in details and Section IV
demonstrates experimental results. Section V concludes the
paper and directs the future work.
II. CFS CLUSTERING

j

 i  min (dij ).
j : j  i

(2)

Herein,  ( x) =1 if x  0 or  ( x) =0 otherwise, and d c
is a cutoff distance.  i is the minimum distance between the
data object xi and other objects with higher density. For the
object xi with the highest density, its distance  i is defined
as i  max j (dij ) .
In order to choose the cluster centers, the decision graph
is constructed by the plotting the  i  i  i sorted in
decreasing order. After the cluster centers with the big value
of  i have been selected, each remaining data point is
assigned to the same cluster with its nearest neighbor with
higher density.

III.

THE IMPROVED CFS METHOD

In this section, we present the improved CFS (ICFS)
algorithm in detail. Specially, the ICFS consists of three
phases: pre-clustering, merging and splitting. The structure
chart of our method can be seen in Fig. 1. Firstly, the CFS
method is used to generate initial clusters, in which a new
cutoff distance d c and a novel centers selection method are
designed to reduce the effects of parameters. Moreover, a new
allocation strategy of non-center points is developed to
enhance the clustering accuracy. However, the multiple
density peaks in clusters and the one-time clustering also have
impacts on the clustering accuracy. So the cluster merging
and splitting are developed, in which the nearest distance
connected graph is constructed to merge the clusters. After
that, the function of jumping degree is approached to split the
objects belonging to different classes in each cluster. The
cluster merging and splitting processes iterate until the state of
clusters do not change any more. More details are presented in
the following subsections.
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Clustering known as the unsupervised classification can
be mainly divided into following types [12]: partitioningbased clustering, hierarchical clustering, density-based
clustering and subspace clustering.
CFS, as a new kind of clustering algorithm, considers
both density and distance to detect non-spherical clusters and
to automatically find the correct number of clusters. The
algorithm has its basis in the assumption that cluster centers
are surrounded by neighbors with lower local density and that
they are at a relatively large distance from any objects with a
higher local density. It first finds some objects with high local
density as cluster centers, and then assigns the left objects to
its nearest center. Generally, the CFS clustering is processed
in following steps.
For each data object xi , CFS clustering needs to
calculate two quantities, namely its local density i and
distance  i from points of higher density. Both these
quantities, defined in the following equations, depend on the
distances dij between data objects.
i    (dij  dc ).
(1)

CFS, which needs less parameters and no iteration, is of
high efficiency and effectiveness for clustering non-spherical
and unbalanced data. However, the calculation of d c and the
selection of centers may severely affect the clustering result.
Moreover, the assumption that cluster centers are surrounded
by neighbors with lower local density and that they are at a
relatively large distance from any points with a higher local
density, does not perform well when there are more than one
density peaks in a cluster. Also, the allocation strategy that
partitions the non-center points to their corresponding nearest
neighbors with higher density, may assign two points with the
same density and closest to each other to different clusters.
Aiming at these issues, this paper focuses on the extension of
the algorithm to obtain favorable clustering results and adjust
the clusters dynamically.

Jumping Point

More than One Point
before Jumping Point

No Splitting

Splitting

One Point before

Fig. 1. The structure chart of ICFS algorithm, which mainly includes preclustering, merging and splitting.

A. Pre-clustering
In the pre-clustering stage, the CFS method is utilized to
generate initial clusters. However, different from the
traditional CFS, a new cutoff distance d c and an automatic
center selection method are designed to improve the
robustness. Moreover, a new allocation strategy of non-center
points is developed to enhance the clustering accuracy.

Since the standard deviation can reflect the degree of
dispersion of a data set, we design the cutoff distance d c
based on it. Assume that there are n data points with m
attributes in a given data set X  Rnm . The d c is defined as
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Herein,  j and  j are the standard deviation and
mean value of attribute j respectively.   (0,1] is a
trade-off parameter to control the size of cutoff distance. And
d c approaches the 2-norm of standard deviation vector,
representing the standard deviations for all attributes, under
the same criteria of mean value to calculate cutoff distance.
Moreover, instead of using visual decision graph, in
which the points with big  value are selected as the cluster
centers artificially (see Fig. 2(a)), we employ a new method to
select cluster centers automatically (see Fig. 2(b)). Its main
idea is to find a “bump” based on the  sorted in decreasing
order  ' , and then the “bump” and all the points before it are
selected as cluster centers. Since cluster centers are at a
relatively large distance from any objects with a higher local
density, the points with large  are more likely to become
''
'
centers. So we approach  i   i * pi for each point to find
the “bump”, in which p and  pi are the index and distance
of each point that  i corresponds to. When traversing  '' ,
the first point that satisfy  k''   k'' 1 and  k''   k'' 1 will be
selected as the “bump”.

Fig. 3. Allocation strategy of CFS. Points A and B with same density and
closest to each other should be partitioned to the same cluster represented by
point D with higher density, but they are assigned to the different clusters
represented by C and D respectively.

Algorithm 1: Pre-clustering
Input: Data set X  Rnm , and parameter  .
Output: Initial clusters, and distance matrix D .
1: Calculate the Euclidean distance between points and store
them in the distance matrix D ;
2: Calculate the cutoff distance d c as Eq. (3), and obtain
the value i ,  i ,  i of each point by Eqs. (1) and (2);
3: Sort  i in descending order, and record the index p of
each point that  i corresponds to;
''
'
4: Get a new series  '' based on  i   i * pi ;
5: Traversal  '' to find the first “bump” k that satisfy the
condition:  k''   k'' 1 and  k''   k'' 1 ;
6: The points from the 1th to the kth that  '' corresponds to
are selected as cluster centers;
7: Each remain point is assigned to the same cluster as its
nearest neighbor with equal or higher density.
B. Cluster merging and splitting

A

(a) Decision graph based selection

B

(b) Bump point based selection


Fig. 2. Selection of cluster centers. (a) The points with the big value of i
th
are selected based the decision graph. (b) The bump point (the 6 point) and
the points before it are selected.

In the CFS method, the non-center points are assigned to
the same cluster as its nearest neighbor with higher density.
However, if two points have the same density and are closest
to each other in the same class, they may be wrongly assigned
to different clusters, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, we
partition the non-center points to their corresponding nearest
neighbors with no lower density, not higher density in this
paper. In this way, the points A, B and D will be partitioned to
the same cluster in Fig. 3.
The detailed pre-clustering process is outlined in
Algorithm 1.

Fig. 4. Multiple density peaks clustering. The points in the same class will
be partitioned into two different clusters represented by density peak A and
B respectively.

In CFS there may be more than one density peaks in
clusters. As shown in Fig. 4, points A and B are two
density peaks in the cluster, which have maximum density
and distance. When approaching CFS clustering, they will be
selected as cluster centers and the points in the cluster will be
partitioned to two different clusters represented by A and
B respectively. Besides, the one-time CFS clustering also
has effect on the clustering accuracy, for example, the errors
for classifying points will not be fixed. To deal with these
problems, we approach cluster merging and splitting to

improve the clustering accuracy. In this subsection, the
processes of cluster merging and splitting will be presented in
details.
1) Cluster merging
During the cluster merging phase, the sub clusters are
merged by constructing a connected graph to find the
connected components. Each sub cluster is viewed as a node
of the graph, and the minimum distance between two nodes
can be obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between
the points in the different nodes. If the minimum distance is
less than  dc ,   [1, 2] is a trade-off parameter, then an
edge is added between the two nodes. The connected graph
contained multiple components can be constructed by adding
all the edges that are less than  dc between nodes. When
merging all the sub clusters corresponding to the nodes in the
connected components, the new clustering result is obtained.
For example, six sub clusters {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 } (see Fig.
5(a)) are generated during the pre-clustering. We now
construct the connected graph to find the connected
components, namely the cluster merging result. As shown in
Fig. 5(b), the minimum distances among the six nodes in the
graph G(V , E ) are calculated at first. Then the edges
{e1 , e2 , e3 } are added between the nodes if the corresponding
distances are less than the given cutoff distance  dc . Thus,
the connected components {G1 , G2 , G3 } are constructed.
v4

v4

e3

v5

v1

v5

G2

v1
e1
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v6

v3

G1
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G3

e2
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(a) The sub clusters (vertices in graph) (b) The connected components
Fig. 5. Construction of the connected graph for cluster merging.

However, the construction of minimum distance
connected graph needs to calculate the Euclidean distance
between points in different sub clusters, which is time
consuming. To solve this problem, we propose an
optimization strategy to improve its efficiency. Since the
Euclidean distance between the points, stored in the matrix
D , are gained by pre-clustering, we can take use of the
matrix D to construct the connected components. The
procedure is as follows:
Step 1: For the points that are assigned to the same sub
clusters, the distances between them stored in D are set to
be ‘-1’.
Step 2: By finding the minimum distance that is less than
 d c and not equal to ‘-1’ in matrix D , the two points ( A
and B ) that the minimum distance corresponding to are
achieved. Then we add an edge between the two sub clusters
containing A and B respectively.
Step 3: Setting the distances among points in the
connected sub clusters stored in D to be ‘-1’.

Step 4: Steps 2 and 3 iterate until there is no distance in
D satisfying the condition that is not equal to ‘-1’ and less
than  dc .
2) Cluster splitting
Because of the irreversibility of pre-clustering and
cluster merging, the points assigned by error cannot be fixed.
Therefore, the cluster splitting is needed. For each cluster, a
flag  is set to label its state, namely  =1 if the cluster is
newly generated otherwise  =0.
For all the clusters with flag λ=1, we need to judge
whether to split it or not. First of all, the cutoff distance d c
for each cluster is calculated based on Eq. (3) to achieve the
value i ,  i ,  i . By sorting  i in ascending order, we can
take use of the ‘jumping degree’ method based on Eqs. (4)
and (5) to choose the centers in each cluster.
n i 1  i  (n  k ) k
k

uk 

k

(4)

uk 1
(5)
uk
The details of cluster splitting is presented in Algorithm
uk 

2.
Algorithm 2: Cluster splitting
Input: Merged sub clusters.
Output: Splitted sub clusters.
1: For each sub cluster Ci with λ=1, compute d c and the
value of  k for each point in Ci according to Eqs. (1),
(2), and (3) ;
2: Sort  k in ascending order, and record the index of each
point that each  k corresponds to;
3: Utilize the Eq. (4) to obtain uk for each  k ; Then get the
series of jumping degree U  u1 , u2 ,..., un 1  based on
Eq. (5);
4: Reverse traversal series U , and compare current uk ( k
from n  2 to 1) with uk 1 . If uk > uk 1 , then stop. The
points from k  1 to n are selected as candidate centers;
5: Judge the reasonableness of candidate centers. If the
distance between two candidate centers a and b is less
than  dc , and the density of a is no bigger than b , a
is eliminated from candidate centers.
6: If the number of the candidate centers is larger than 1 and
less than n/2, the cluster is splitted according to the
candidate centers;
7: Continue to handle the next sub cluster until all the sub
clusters are done;
It can be seen from the processes of cluster merging and
splitting that the structure of clusters is adjusted automatically.
During the merging phase we can merge the sub clusters
which belong to the same class to reduce the number of sub
clusters. Then during the splitting phase, we can split the error
assigned points from clusters to improve the purity. By
approaching the dynamic adjusting processes iteratively, the

clustering accuracy can be improved significantly.
C. Complexity analysis
Our proposed ICFS algorithm consists of three stages,
namely pre-clustering, merging and splitting.
In the first stage, the CFS is used for pre-clustering the
data set, which mainly includes the calculation of Euclidean
distance between points and the i ,  i ,  i for each point. The
time complexity approximates to O(n2 ) . In the second stage,
the cluster merging is approached, in which we develop an
optimized connected graph method to find the connected
components. Thus the time complexity is close to O(l ) ,
where l is the number of distances that is less than  dc
between different clusters. Since the number of graph nodes is
far less than the number of points, the time cost of finding
connected components can be neglected. In the third stage, the
cluster splitting is similar with the pre-clustering except the
method to select centers. Thus the time complexity of splitting
is approximately O(cnc2 ) , where c and nc are the number
of sub clusters and the points in them.
Therefore, the overall time complexity of our method
appropriates to O(n2  tcnc2 ) , in which t is the number of
iterations for clustering merging and splitting. Usually, t , c
and nc are far less than n , so the time complexity is close
to O(n2 ) . In other word, our ICFS method has the similar
time complexity to CFS method, yet it can get more
promising clustering results.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Environmental design

(a) Smile

(c) Squiggles

attributes to guarantee the algorithms tested under equal
condition. The experiments are implemented using
MATLAB7 (R2010b) on the same machine, whose
configuration is Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU E5800
@3.20GHz with 6GB RAM.
TABLE 1 shows the description of the tested data sets.
Olivetti Face data set is presented by 2500 dimensional
vectors. And the shapes of the other two dimensional data sets
can be seen in Fig. 6.
TABLE 1 THE DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTED DATA SETS.
Name
Smile
Twomoons
Squiggles
Three_spiral
Olivetti Face

Size
266
400
604
1587
900

Attributes
2
2
2
2
2500

Classes
3
2
4
3
10

The well-known evaluation criterion purity is used to
evaluate the performance of our algorithm. It is calculated as
k m
purity = i 1 i pi ,
(6)
m
pi  max pij  max(mij / mi ),
j

j

(7)

where mi indicates the size of cluster i , mij is the number
of points belonging to class j in cluster i , and m stands
for the size of data set.
B. Results and discussion
The first purpose of the experiments is to verify the
proposed cutoff distance d c . The CFS gives an empirical hint
to specify d c , which makes the average number of neighbors
Avgneighbor for all points to be around 1% to 2% of the total
number Total of points in the data set. However, our
proposed method gives a calculation formula for d c . For the
sake of fairness, we approach original CFS on the four 2D
data sets with the two different d c . The comparison results
can be seen in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 ( Avgneighbor / Total = 2% and
the  =0.5).

(b) Twomoons

(d) Three_spiral

Fig. 6. The shapes of the 2D data sets.

The performance of our algorithm is evaluated on several
synthetic data sets as well as an image data set Olivetti Face
by comparison with traditional CFS. For different attributes
have different domains in a data set, we normalize all the

(a) Original d c

(b) Our d c

Fig. 7. The decision graph and clustering results of CFS with different
on data set Smile.

dc

(a) Original d c

(b) Our d c

Fig. 8. The decision graph and clustering results of CFS with different
on data set Twomoons.

dc

guarantee the effectiveness of clustering. Though the two
different d c describe the similar decision graph as shown in
Fig. 9 and 10, our proposed d c can better support clustering.
More importantly, there are more than one ‘density peak’ in
classes for data sets Smile, Twomoons and Squiggles. If the
clusters represented by the density peaks in the same class can
be merged, we would obtain more favorable clustering results.
Moreover, some data points are wrongly partitioned to other
classes (see Figs. 7(a) and 8(a)), how to reassign the error
points to their own classes is another challenge. To tackle
these challenges, our proposed ICFS develop a new allocation
strategy and processes of cluster merging and splitting. The
next experiment will verity the effectiveness of our improved
CFS method.
The second purpose of the experiments is to verify the
performance of our method ICFS comparing to the traditional
CFS. The clustering results can be seen in TABLE 2 and Figs.
11, 12, 13 and 14. For the 2D data sets the tradeoff parameters
 =0.5 and  =1.5, and for the image data set the tradeoff
parameters  =1 and  =1.2.
The results show that our method performs better than
CFS not only on structure data but also on non-structure data.
Moreover, our method can detect clusters with an arbitrary
shape, and need no specification of the number of clusters in
advance.
TABLE 2 Clustering RESULTS of CFS and ICFS methods.
Data set name

(a) Original d c

Smile
Twomoons
Squiggles
Three_spiral
Olivetti Face

(b) Our d c

Fig. 9. The decision graph and clustering results of CFS with different
on data set Squiggles.

CFS
Cluster No.
8
5
9
3
5

Purity(%)
97.368
93.25
95.695
100
34.778

ICFS
Cluster No.
3
2
4
3
19

Purity(%)
100
100
100
100
70.711

dc

(a) CFS
(b) ICFS
Fig. 11. Clustering results of two methods on data set Smile.

(a) Original d c

(b) Our d c

Fig. 10. The decision graph and clustering results of CFS with different
on data set Three_spiral.

dc

It can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8 that our d c can give a
more clear description of decision graph for cluster centers
selection in data sets Smile and Twomoons, which can

(a) CFS
(b) ICFS
Fig. 12. Clustering results of two methods on data set Twomoons.
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(a) CFS
(b) ICFS
Fig. 13. Clustering results of two methods on data set Squiggles.

(a) CFS
(b) ICFS
Fig. 14. Clustering results of two methods on data set Three_spiral.

As for the data sets Smile, Twomoons and Squiggles,
some classes have more than one density peaks, making the
points belonging to the same class be partitioned to different
clusters represented by different density peaks (see Figs. 11(a),
12(a), and 13(a)). Besides, some points are wrongly assigned
when approaching CFS on these data sets. However, our
method can adjust the structure of clusters automatically by
the new allocation strategy and the cluster merging and
splitting processes, which obtains better clustering results
compared to the CFS method (see Figs. 11(b), 12(b), and
13(b)). For data set Three_spiral, our method performs as well
as the CFS.
Above all, our method is not limited by the ‘density
peak’. Moreover, the proposed d c , allocation strategy, and
cluster merging and splitting processes can improve the
effectiveness of clustering.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the weaknesses of the CFS algorithm are
addressed and an improved CFS algorithm ICFS is proposed.
Firstly, a formula for the cutoff distance d c calculation and a
method for cluster centers selection are designed to improve
the algorithm's robustness. Secondly, the allocation strategy
for non-center points is improved to promote the clustering
accuracy. Finally, the cluster merging and splitting processes
are developed to reduce the effects of density peaks, yet adjust
the structure of clusters dynamically. Experimental results
show that our ICFS method outperforms the traditional CFS
method on both structure data and non-structure data sets.
In the future studies, we will focus on the extension of
our method to incremental clustering for large scale data.

